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Abstract Natural computing offers new opportunities to understand, model
and analyze the complexity of the physical and human-created environment.
This paper examines the application of natural computing in environmen-
tal informatics, by investigating related work in this research field. Various
nature-inspired techniques are presented, which have been employed to solve
different relevant problems. Advantages and disadvantages of these tech-
niques are discussed, together with analysis of how natural computing is
generally used in environmental research.

1 Introduction

Natural processes constitute optimal solutions in a wide range of complex
problems where a larger number of biological cells, organisms or species are
involved [8, 35]. Researchers may become inspired by nature to approximate
various highly complex, distributed problems, which could involve many dy-
namic variables and big data [31]. Natural computing [47], which is about
using computational techniques inspired by nature, provides new ways to
understand, model and analyze environmental complexity, allowing highly
accurate approximations of reality and predictions [21].

The penetration of natural computing in the environmental informatics
research domain is an open question. This paper investigates the degree to
which the research community has been inspired by nature in order to ap-
proach some complex environmental problems, examining the potential and
perspectives of nature-inspired computing, as well as the types of applications
where it has been applied. In the following sections, the aforementioned ques-
tions are addressed through a survey of the state of the art work at the field.
To our knowledge, this is the first effort that tries to map the nature-inspired
research work in the research area of environmental informatics.
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2 Methodology

In the context of this survey, environmental informatics refers to the science
of information applied to environmental science, including urban or rural
infrastructures used for the management of physical resources (i.e. water,
natural gas and energy). From the environmental science field, this survey
mostly focuses on ecology, agriculture, zoology, soil and plant science, and
atmospheric science. This review does not cover biology, physics or chemistry,
nor urban computing involving humans and their interaction with the urban
landscape. A keyword-based search for related work was performed through
the web scientific indexing services Web of Science and Google Scholar. The
following query was used:

”Natural Computing” AND [”Environmental Informatics”].
Thirty four (34) papers were initially discovered. In order to increase the

number of identified papers, in the place of the keyword ”Natural Comput-
ing”, we tried more specific keywords from the nature-inspired computing
research area (see Section 3), such as ”Artificial Neural Networks” (ANN),
”Swarm Intelligence” (SI), ”Deep Learning” (DL) etc. It is noted that some
areas of natural computing, such as ”Membrane computing” [61], ”DNA Com-
puting” [62], ”Molecular Computing” [71], ”Quantum Computing” [22], or
”Physics-Based Algorithms” [80] and ”Artificial Immune Systems” [15] did
not find (yet) application in environmental research as defined above (to our
knowledge), for the scope of this survey.

Each paper was checked for relevance based on its abstract, and then
placed into one of eight different categories (see Section 3), according to
the type of natural computing approach used. Afterwards, each category was
analyzed one-by-one, examining all the papers identified at the previous stage
for relevance, by reading each paper in detail. Seventy six (76) papers were
selected in total, presented in the next section. Wherever possible for reasons
of saving space, survey papers were selected to be cited, covering a group of
relevant papers together (instead of citing each paper separately).

We acknowledge the fact that due to limited space, there might have been
some related work omitted. We tried to include at least the most popular
relevant papers, with number of citations as the main criterion.

3 Applications of Natural Computing in Environmental
Informatics

This section divides natural computing into eight different areas, according to
the particular nature-inspired technique used. Each of these areas fall under
the general umbrella of artificial intelligence. Each sub-section lists relevant
work in one of these areas, related to environmental informatics.
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3.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) is inspired by behaviorist psychology, concerned
with how software agents take actions in an environment so as to maximize
some notion of cumulative reward. Agents learn by experience, finding a
balance between exploration (of uncharted territory) and exploitation (of
current knowledge). Relevant projects in this area include solar panel efficient
operation [1] and optimal operation of water reservoirs [9].

3.2 Artificial Neural Networks

ANN are computing systems inspired by the biological neural networks that
constitute animal brains. Such systems are based on a collection of connected
units called neurons and they learn various non-linear functions through (usu-
ally labeled) examples.

In the domain under study, they have been used in prediction of wheat
yield [73], rainfall [18], existence of macroinvertebrates in freshwaters [20,
59], and contamination by groundwater arsenic [13]. ANN have been also
used to model and predict dissolved oxygen in river water [36], hydrologic
variables [24], climate change [42], eutrophication in Dutch lakes [68], impact
of environmental factors for assessing aquatic ecosystems’ quality [58], stress
phenotyping in plants [81] and river phytoplankton [29].

Moreover, ANN have been employed to estimate lake water quality using
satellite imagery [57], flood frequency at water catchments [79] and defor-
estation risk [49]. Finally, ANN have been exploited in mapping reefs and
sub-tidal rocky habitats [90], precipitation analysis in humid regions to detect
drought [88], cough recognition of pigs [11], mapping land cover in tropical
coastal areas [50], and for more precise predictions at the wine industry [77].

3.3 Deep Learning

DL is about deeper ANN that provide a hierarchical representation of the
data by means of various convolutions [39]. This allows larger learning capa-
bilities and thus higher performance and precision. An extensive survey on
various applications of DL in agriculture is done in [32], with applications
in land cover classification, plants/crops/animals classification, plants/leaves
disease detection, fruit counting and weeds identification. Another survey on
applications of DL in remote sensing is presented in [7], with applications
in animal detection, environment and water analysis, and oil spill detection.
DL has also been used for weather monitoring [76], bird song classification
[87] and species recognition for wild animal monitoring [12]. Finally, DL has
been applied for disaster recognition and monitoring, such as natural disas-
ters [4, 33] and geological disasters [41], using images either from satellites or
from drones (i.e. aerial photos).
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3.4 Swarm Intelligence

The collective behavior of bees, bacteria, glow-worms, fireflies, slime moulds,
cockroaches, mosquitoes and other organisms have inspired swarm intelli-
gence researchers to devise new optimization algorithms [60]. These tech-
niques are usually probabilistic and population-based, for combinatorial op-
timization problems where the search space can be represented by a graph.
Artificial agents representing natural organisms (e.g. ants, fireflies) follow
links in the graph, exploiting the organisms’ behavior of constructing paths
between their colony and sources of attraction (e.g. food). In this way, they
incrementally discover optimal paths in the graph, which would form the
solution. It is noted that this category belongs to the more general area of
agent-based modeling [19], which is a rule-based, computational modeling
methodology that focuses on interactions among the individual components
or agents of some system, generating emerging system behavior.

SI has found applications in estimating health risks of air quality [82],
understanding the effect of changing landscape structure on animal species
[86], design of water distribution networks [85, 3] and electric power systems
[93], understanding outbreaks of the mountain pine beetle [63], prediction
of precipitation patterns in South America [75], estimation of land-use and
land-cover change [45] with a focus on agricultural land [55], solving the
problem of transporting animal manure from livestock to crop farms to be
used as fertilizer [30], modeling of mosquito foraging behavior for malaria
control [23] and modeling of deforestation [46], as well as classification of
natural terrain features [78].

3.5 Cellular Automata

Cellular automata (CA) [14] are inspired by complex biological systems and
processes, such as snowflakes, seashells and mollusc shells. CA are collections
of colored cells of specified shape on a grid that evolve through a number of
discrete time steps, according to a set of rules based on the states of neigh-
boring cells. CA have been used in the context of environmental informatics
for identification and prediction of landslides [6], understanding of vegetation
dynamics [91], modeling the death and reproduction opportunities of trees
and grasses [89], modeling land cover change and its impact on watersheds
[48], simulating insect outbreaks in forest ecological systems [64] and, finally,
for predicting the spatial-temporal evolution of wetlands [92].

3.6 Evolutionary Computation and Genetic Algorithms

Evolutionary computation (EC) is a family of algorithms for global optimiza-
tion inspired by biological evolution, solving problems based on population-
based trial and error [17]. An initial set of candidate solutions is generated
and updated iteratively. Each new generation is produced by stochastically
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removing less desired solutions, and introducing small random changes. EC
has been employed in geo-planning of renewable energy production [43], fore-
casting of microcystin concentrations in Japan [10], as well as in various
Geospatial Information Systems (GIS)-based applications for predicting and
modeling climate conditions, rainfall, vegetation type, topography, hydrology,
land cover and soils [38].

Genetic algorithms (GA) form a sub-class of EC, generating high-quality
solutions to optimization and search problems by relying on bio-inspired op-
erators such as mutation, crossover and selection [5]. They have been used as
heuristics in the design and optimization of water distribution networks [84],
irrigation water distribution networks [66] and natural gas pipe networks [16].
They have also been harnessed for the modeling of algal blooms in freshwa-
ter lakes [67], for predicting potential distributions of invasive fish species in
Japan [27] and for optimizing pollution control strategies in watersheds [83].

3.7 Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic (FL) uses linguistic variables, defined as fuzzy sets, to approx-
imate human reasoning [51], inspired by how our brains work. It is an ap-
proach to computing based on degrees of truth rather than the usual Boolean
logic (i.e. true or false). FL has been used for the production of landslide
susceptibility maps [65], forecasting of municipal solid waste [34] and sea-
sonal snow-melt runoff [44], for quality evaluation of surface water [26] and
water in rivers [56], for prediction of soil erosion in watersheds [52], and for
decision support in ecosystem management [2] (i.e. environmental impact as-
sessment of pesticides, impact assessment of fish farming, threatened species
classification and integrated environmental management).

Researchers sometimes prefer FL over ANN, when they need a more trans-
parent representation of the system under study [2]. The logical structure of
the rules facilitates the understanding and analysis of the model in a semi-
qualitative manner, close to the way humans reason about the real world.
However, FL has large computing processing and data storage requirements.

3.8 Evolutionary Robotics

Although the external structure of robots often does not associate them with
nature-inspired research, robots are important platforms for testing many
hypotheses in natural computing [47]. Autonomous robots use evolutionary
techniques to adapt their behavior to a changing environment; this is the
field of evolutionary robotics. Mller et al. [53] described a robot which uses
a navigational system based upon that of the desert ant Cataglyphis fortis
which can navigate effectively under similar conditions to that of the living
animal. Robots have been used in precision agriculture, for weed control [40],
plant phenotyping [72] or for assuring optimal growing conditions in green-
houses [28], for supervision, monitoring and remote sensing of territories and
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lands [69], and for applications that require autonomous behavior in difficult
or hazardous environments, such as sewers [70], radioactive areas [25] and
search and rescue scenarios [54]. Finally, ”Swarm Robotics” is an interest-
ing research area, related to the coordination of large numbers of relatively
simple robots, inspired by social insects [74]. Robots in this case might form
an intelligent swarm, by combining principles from SI and artificial immune
systems, which are systems inspired by the human immune system [15].

4 Discussion

From the surveyed papers, the nature-inspired techniques mostly used were
DL (29 papers1), ANN (20 papers), EC-GA (17 papers2) and SI (12 pa-
pers). DL meets increasing popularity in remote sensing (e.g. for land cover
mapping and evaluation of climate change) [7], agriculture [32] and disas-
ter detection [4, 33]. Common applications of environmental research, where
natural computing has been applied, include infrastructures for physical re-
sources (i.e. planning of water/energy/gas distribution networks), disaster
monitoring and assessment, modeling of climate/weather, as well as analy-
sis/modeling of land use changes, biodiversity analysis and monitoring of wild
animals, fish and insects. Table 1 presents the applications of environmental
informatics, together with the respective nature-inspired technique(s) used.

Table 1 Applications of environmental informatics and respective nature-inspired
techniques used.

App./Technique RL ANN DL SI CA EC/GA FL Robot.
Renewable energy x - - - - x - -
Infrastructures for physical resources x - - x - x - -
Agriculture - x x x x - x x
Weather forecasting - x x x - x x -
Water quality and contamination - x x - - x x -
Air quality - - - x - - - -
Climate change - x - - - x - -
Disaster detection and assessment - x x - x - x x
Deforestation - x - x x - - -
Biodiversity - x x x - x x -
Land cover mapping - x x x x x - -
Animals, fish and insects monitoring - - x x x x x -
Prediction of waste produced - - - - - - x -
Soil erosion - - - - - - x -
Operations in hazardous environments - - - - - - - x

In many cases natural computing comes in combination with emerging
sensing technologies, and it is used as a second step for classification, regres-
sion or modeling. Examples include satellite imagery, GIS and ANN [50, 57],

1 Some of the papers are listed in [7, 32], not directly referenced in this paper.
2 Some of the papers are listed in [38], not directly referenced in this paper.
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GIS, GPS and ANN [49, 77], satellite imagery and SI [78], GIS and CA [64],
and, finally, GIS and EC [38]. Robotics make use of real-world sensors and
cameras [70]. A particularly sensitive topic is the one of understanding and
modeling climate change, and its possible implications. ANN [42] and EC
[38] have been suggested as potential methods to approximate the problem.

Our survey revealed various benefits of applying nature-inspired techniques
in environmental informatics. They have low implementation costs and the
chances of being entrapped in local minima are very low [37]. In particular,
SI is robust and flexible for dynamic problems and environments [60], while
ANN and DL approximate well complex non-linear problems. DL captures
well variations among image classes without the need of time-consuming and
error-prone feature engineering [32]. Further, SI and EC/GA constitute good
heuristic solutions in NP-hard computationally complex problems, assisting
to find optimal solutions quite fast [17, 5]. Their disadvantages involve that
there is no guarantee that the solution found is a global optimum and their
performance is very sensitive to parameter setting [37]. For ANN and DL,
appropriate large datasets are required, with proper data annotation.

Finally, a prediction of the authors is that more applications of DL are ex-
pected, as it appears to be a promising technique that generally outperforms
existing approaches when adequate data is available [32]. It could be applied
in cases where ANN have been used in the past (see Section 3.2), or in new
applications where (mostly) computer vision is involved, such as robotics.

5 Conclusions

This paper examines the existing applications of natural computing in en-
vironmental informatics, by reviewing related work at the field. The survey
conducted has revealed various nature-inspired techniques, such as artificial
neural networks, deep learning, swarm intelligence and evolutionary compu-
tation, applied in a diverse range of environmental informatics-related prob-
lems, such as land cover classification, modeling of natural resources, agricul-
tural processes, prediction of precipitation, effects of climate change, disaster
identification etc. Natural computing offers various benefits, such as robust-
ness, flexibility, low implementation costs and good approximation of non-
linear complex problems. Its disadvantages include no guarantees for optimal
solution, high sensitivity to parameter setting and the need of appropriate
datasets in ANN/DL problems. More extensive use of natural computing is
expected in the future, especially using the recent, promising technique of
deep learning.
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